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1
1.1

The structure of priority criteria
The purpose of the Swedish priority criteria

Chapter 6, Section 3 of the Swedish Railway Act (2004:519) says that in case all
applications for infrastructural capacity can’t be coordinated, the Infrastructure
Manager have to allocate capacity by levy charges or by employ priority criteria
that lead to socioeconomically efficient use of the infrastructure.
Furthermore in Chapter 5, Section 1, second paragraph of the Swedish Railway
Ordinance (2004:526) it’s stated that priority criteria shall be designed so as to
allow efficient use of the infrastructure, in doing which the importance of fast
freight transport must particularly be considered.
The Swedish Transport Administration’s priority criteria is the tool for The
Swedish Transport Administration to use in order to decide how to solve conflict
of interest that arise during capacity allocation into a new working timetable
ranging over one year.

1.2

Scope

Priority criteria use a method of socio-economic costing for three types of objects
which are dealt with in the capacity allocation process: train paths, associations and
engineering works.

1.3

Train paths

The train path carries the bulk of the costs that may be associated with rail
transport. Some costs are dealt with in the calculation model not as costs for the
train path but rather as object-type associations.

1.4

Associations

Associations between train paths are planning objects that contain only information
of demands about relations between train paths and which will help to maintain
control of commercial and technical production “networks”. Associations describe
time-connections between train paths which can be assigned either to commercial
or production (vehicle schedule) needs. The sole purpose of associations is to
direct the position in time of associated train paths through demands and thus they
do not include any timings, but specified time differences. An association carries
all socio-economic costs which are affected by how relations between trains
change and are maintained. Many costs which intuitively should be able to be tied
to empty vehicle transports in the flows will instead, in the calculation model, be
costs for interrupted vehicle circulations.

1.5

Possessions

The cost for possessions (capacity for engineering works) is calculated for
alternative production costs connected to different track allocation times. The
socio-economic benefits when the engineering works lead to an improved
infrastructure are not included in the calculations.

1.6

Basic principles

The basic principle of The Swedish Transport Administration’s priority criteria is
to choose the solution to a conflict between applicants that provides the greatest
socio-economic benefit. This assumes that there is a conflict of interests which
cannot be resolved without the use of priority criteria as arguments for
coordination or as a basis for the determination of the annual timetable.
The priority criteria do not provide a specific priority between trains. No train is
prioritised in favour of another. The priority criteria point out the solution that will
2
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be recommended with the help of a calculation model. The model is based on a
number of simplifications and standards.

1.7

Details in the application

In order for the calculation model to work, a number of details from the applicants
must be processed. This, in turn, requires that all requisite information/details are
specified in connection with the application, and for this purpose, there is a webservice to apply for capacity allocation on The Swedish Transport Administration’s
website. This service must be used for a correct processing in the system.

1.8

Categorise objects

For all applied train paths a relevant priority category must be specified. The
specification takes place with the help of a number of identification conditions, see
sections 3.2-3.4 in this annex. The same goes for associations, but identification
conditions for the priority categories is found in section 3.5-3.6 within this annex.

1.9

Pre-defined cost parameters for the categories

Every train path or association which belongs to the same category is dealt with in
the priority calculations in the same way and uses the same cost parameters.

1.10 Estimate cost differences between solutions (valid
train paths)
The Swedish Transport Administration must often modify train paths that have
been applied for in order to create valid train paths for all trains. Each modification
leads to planning effects which have an impact on the socio-economic benefits.
These planning effects are measured and calculated in terms of costs.

1.11 Prioritise the most efficient solution option
The calculation model provides answers as to which solution delivers the lowest
cost and which should therefore be recommended.

2
2.1

Information that directly or indirectly
have a priority affect
Apply correctly – become correctly prioritised

When applying for Train Paths or Possessions it’s important, and sometimes
decisive, that all details in the information that directly or indirectly affect the
priority criteria calculation model, when needed are specified with their correct
values.
If the applicant above all, aims at describing their real needs rather than solutions
to their needs, the possibilities for the Swedish Transport Administration to
coordinate different requests and to create better and more efficient solutions will
increase. This principle can be exemplified by the fact that information about
“earliest acceptable departure time” and “latest acceptable arrival time” gives the
Swedish Transport Administration better basis for efficient solutions than the
corresponding information about “preferred departure time” and “preferred arrival
time”.

3
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2.2

Type of information held in application data

Designation

Info-type

Description of what sort of information from the applicant
there is within each info-type

Spec

Specification

Fundamental information or requirements that The
Swedish Transport Administration mainly shouldn’t alter.

Cond

Conditions

Conditions that constitute the applicants acceptance limits
to The Swedish Transport Administration’s proposed
allocation. To indicate a more extensive values as an
acceptance limit than what the applicant most of all desire,
will facilitate everyone’s effort in the capacity allocation
process, leading to a more speedy result.

Pref.

Preference

The applicants preferences that The Swedish Transport
Administration should consider and meet as far as possible

Decl.

Declaration

Fundamental information involving data provided
according to rules and regulations. If The Swedish
Transport Administration consider it justified, i.e. in case
the information appear doubtful, incorrect or uncertain for
any other reason, The Swedish Transport Administration
might re-examine data provided and decide to use such
revised data that is concluded to be more correct.

Info

Other information

Other information that normally isn’t discussed or
negotiated between the involved parties.

2.3

Mandatory vs optional data in application information

Notes

Stands for

Explanation

*

Mandatory

An asterisk (*) adjacent to data in section 2.6-2.7 means mandatory,
this information must always be included in a capacity application.

Optional

Data in section 2.6-2.7 that has no asterisk (*) is Optional, but The
Swedish Transport Administration’s capacity allocation process
could be facilitated if stated. This information could thus be specified
when considered suitable, but the applicant is not obliged to include
it in the capacity application.

No *

2.4

Data in the application utilized for priority purposes

Notes

Utilized for:

Explanation

⁺

Priority
calculation

A superscripted plus sign (⁺) adjacent to data in section 2.6-2.7 means
that the corresponding data is utilized when calculating the socioeconomic effect that settles the priority between conflict resolutions.
In case, adjacent to data, there is a ⁺ but there is no *, thus optional,
the consequence of not specify this information should carefully be
considered. The calculation of the total socio-economic effect will in
such case not include any effect due to the optional data, unless given.

⁰

Planning,
allocation but
indirectly also
prioritising

A superscripted zero (⁰) adjacent to data in section 2.6-2.7 means that
the corresponding data is used in connection with planning, allocation
and indirectly with prioritising. It might as well be used at conflict
resolution, thus having an influence on priority and the result thereof.
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2.5

Recommended application data for correct priority

Notes

Data marked with notes showing if the information are recommended to specify in an
application in order to get the correct priority.

*⁺

Mandatory, this data must be entered to produce a valid application.

*⁰

Mandatory, similar to the above case, but has no direct impact on the priority calculation

⁺

Despite being optional, strongly recommended to ensure the application correct priority

⁰

Optional, could indirectly have a marginal impact on priority

2.6

Information/data regarding train paths

This list contains only a selection of the data for trains that could be entered when
applying for train paths, first of all data that is important for priority and conflict
resolution. Explanation to * ⁺ ⁰ and “Data-type” is found in section 2.2-2.5.
Data

Subdata

Running
data

Datatype

Description

Spec

Running data for each Train path that together constitutes a
Train Business ID. Running data is composed of four sub-data:
From date, Until date, Days of week and Exceptional dates.

- " -

From
date⁺*

Spec

First day in proposed running period

- " -

Until
date⁺*

Spec

Last day in proposed running period

- " -

Days of
week⁺*

Spec

Days of week during proposed running period

- " -

Except
Dates⁺

Spec

Possible additional (+) or cancelled (–) dates in relation to the
three types above, defined as Exceptional dates incl. + or – sign

Spec

Locations will be specified by its Location code and defines the
route for the Train Business ID

Locations
- " -

Origin
Lcn⁺*

Spec

Origin Location sometimes indicated as From Location

- " -

Destin.
Lcn⁺*

Spec

Destination Location sometimes indicated as: To Location

- " -

Traffic
activity
Lcn⁰*

Spec

Locations where the train must stop for traffic activities,
referring to stops for the benefit of the applicant. Stops for other
reasons (i.e. crossing) is considered as technical stops and
should not be included in the application. Such stops does not
affect the priority. Further details about traffic activities below.

Train path
service⁰*

Spec

Passenger traffic, freight traffic or service train

Priority
category⁺*

Decl.

Priority Category for a train path is to be selected by the applicant, and he/her should assess the correct category based upon
the identification conditions in section 3.2-3.4. Only Categories
that matches the selected Train Path Service, will be available.

5
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Data

Subdata

Datatype

Description

Traffic
activity⁰*

Spec

Traffic activities referring to all type of stops for the benefit of
the applicant, necessary to accomplish the Train Business,
however not activities considered as technical stops (i.e. for
crossing etc.).
Traffic activities can be for commercial needs like:
- boarding and alighting of passengers
- loading and unloading of goods
- attach and uncouple wagons (freight)
or for train operational resource needs like:
- crew change or driver’s break
- changeover of locomotive
- train turning back
- engine uncoupling and coupling at head (turning back)
Multiple traffic activities could be selected for a single stop but
only those that match the chosen Train path service.

Train stop
duration⁰*

Spec

Estimated duration required (minutes, seconds) on all traffic
activity locations including all traffic activities on each one of
them. Applied stop duration must only include time for applied
traffic activities and should not include time for technical
reasons (i.e. additional time for crossing), time to synchronise
departure time with connections etc.

Preferred
arrival
time

Dest.Lcn⁰

Pref

The applicants preferred arrival time to the Train Business ID’s
destination location. This information is optional.
(No departure time can be given on the destination location).

- " -

Traffic
activity
Lcn ⁰

Pref

The applicants preferred arrival time to any of the Train
Business ID’s traffic activity locations. This information is
optional.

Preferred
departure
time

Traffic
activity
Lcn ⁰

Pref

The applicants preferred departure time to any of the Train
Business ID’s traffic activity locations. This information is
optional.

- " -

Orig.Lcn*

Pref

The applicants preferred departure time to the Train Business
ID’s origin location. This information is mandatory unless the
preferred arrival time to the destination location is given in
which case this information is optional.
(No arrival time can be given on the origin location).

Spec

The applicant can specify any of the preferred departure or
arrival times as Preference time, preferably the time that is
considered most business critical.
The calculation of the displaced path time in the calculation
model is controlled by the Preference time. In case the applicant
has not specified any Preferences time, the displaced path time
is instead calculated on the location with the lowest time difference between any preferred time and corresponding allocated
time. Preference time can be given on one location only.

Cond

The latest arrival time that the applicant will accept. This type of
data could be given for any location but is most important for
the destination location.

Preference
time⁺

Acceptance time

Latest
accept.
arrival
time⁰

6
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Data

Subdata

Datatype

Description

- " -

Earliest
accept.
departure time ⁰

Cond

The earliest departure time that the applicant will accept. This
type of data could be given for any location but is most
important for the origin location.

Business
critical
time
window

Time
limit
Freight
trains
only

Decl.

Intended for better control of socio-economic costs by allowing
the applicant to specify a business critical time window for
freight trains. Running over the time means that the train’s
business task will be lost. In conflict resolution options where
this limit is run over, the cost will be equal to the one of an
excluded train path, and no train path will thus be allocated.

- " -

On arrival⁺

Decl.

The very latest arrival time that a freight train could have to the
destination location (or any traffic activity location).

- " -

On dep- Decl.
arture⁺

The very earliest departure time that a freight train could have
from the origin location (or any traffic activity location).

Max
transit
time⁰

Cond

Max transit time, an optional expression for to Longest
acceptable total time, is an acceptance limit, meaning the
longest possible total transportation time from origin to destination location that will be accepted by the applicant. In case the
applicant does not specify any value for Max transit time the
replacement value Max transit time″ (″ = bis = double prime)
will be applied as the acceptance limit instead. See below for
further information about Max transit time″ and its calculation.

Max
transit
time"⁰

Cond

Max transit time″ (″ = bis = double prime), a replacement value
sometimes used (see above), that will be calculated as follows:
Max transit time"=time difference in application given
between:
Earliest acceptable departure time from origin location1 and
Latest acceptable arrival time to destination location2.
1) If Acceptance time departure is not specified, the Preferred
departure time from origin location, will be used instead
2) If Acceptance time arrival is not specified, the Preferred
arrival time to destination location, will be used instead.

2.7

Information/data regarding associations between trains

This list contains only a selection of the data for associations that could be entered
when applying for train paths, first of all data that is important for priority and
conflict resolution. Explanation to * ⁺ ⁰ and “Data-type” is found in section 2.2-2.5.
Data

Subdata

Datatype

Description

Location*

An association links two Train Business IDs together on a
location that both have a stop with a Traffic activity location of a
type that is required for the intended type of association.

From
Train ID*

Sometimes called Train ID from or Business ID from
ID for the train that the association is connecting FROM.

To
Train ID*

Sometimes called Train ID to or Business ID to
ID for the train that the association is connecting TO.

7
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Subdata

Running
data

Datatype

Description

Spec

For the dates in force for an association the term used is Running
data which defines its validity range in calendar time.
If an association’s dates in force exactly correspond with the
trains it connects, no running data will have to be specified.
Running dates for associations are to be specified in the same
way as running data for train paths and is composed of four subdata: From date, Until date, Days of week and Exceptional dates.
The running data for the two trains connected by the association
will restrict the dates, for which the association is effective, since
an association never will have an effect on any date when not
both connected trains are running (due to their running data).

- " -

From
date⁺*

Spec

First day in proposed running period

- " -

Until
date⁺*

Spec

Last day in proposed running period

- " -

Days of
week⁺*

Spec

Days of week during proposed running period

- " -

Except
Dates⁺

Spec

Possible additional (+) or cancelled (–) dates in relation to the
three types above, defined as Exceptional dates incl. + or – sign

Association
Location⁺*

Spec

The location where the association is supposed to connect the
two associated trains. Both connected trains MUST have a stop
with at least one traffic activity at this location and the activities
should also relate to the association type (see below).

Duration

Info

Duration in this context, means the time at the association
location, between the two trains connected by the association.
Duration = the time between the From Train ID arrival to the To
Train ID departure. An association’s duration is a key
information to whether it work as intended or not.
Association time = Duration. The term Association time is
sometimes used instead of duration, but meaning the same thing.

Min.
possible
duration⁺*

Cond

This means the shortest duration that is possible based on the
applicants assessed practical conditions for each individual
association. If the association’s duration will go below this
length in time, it will not function and it will be interrupted. This
will in turn lead to the inclusion of a cost according to section
5.2, when calculation the socio-economic costs.

Max.
acceptable
duration⁰

Cond

This means the longest duration for each individual association
that the applicant feel acceptable to avoid commercially bad
solutions or far too high costs for resources like staff or fleet.

Priority
category⁺*

Decl.

Priority Category for an association is to be selected by the applicant, and he/her should assess the correct category based upon
the identification conditions in section 3.5-3.6. Only Categories
that matches the selected Train Path Service for each train that he
association connects, will be available.

Association type⁺

Decl.

This information can’t be specified in the application. It’s always
being derived from the association’s priority category. There are
three different association types, A. Connection freight transport,
B. Connection passenger service, C. Vehicle turn-round cycle

8
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2.8

Information/data regarding possessions

Possessions is capacity for engineering works. This list contains only a selection of
the data that could be stated for possessions, first of all data that is important for
priority and conflict resolution.
Priority¹

Type of data

Description

Start date

Mandatory

B

Applied start date for access to track.

End date

Mandatory

B

Applied end date for access to track.

Week days

Mandatory

B

Specifies which combination of weekdays
that are included in applied access to track.

Shared

Mandatory

B

Specifies whether weekdays relate to full or
partial shift.

Start time

Mandatory

B

Applied start time for access to track.

End time

Mandatory

B

Applied end time for access to track.

Earliest start date

Voluntary

X

For time window. Start date for acceptable
access to track.

Latest end date

Voluntary

X

For time window. End date for acceptable
access to track.

Acceptable week days

Voluntary

X

For time window. Specifies which
combination of weekdays that are included
in acceptable access to track.

Shared (time window)

Voluntary

X

For time window. Specifies whether acceptable weekdays relate to full or partial shift.

Earliest start time

Voluntary

X

For time window. Start time for acceptable
access to track.

Latest end time

Voluntary

X

For time window. End time for acceptable
access to track.

Production cost

Mandatory

B

Production cost (SEK) per part activity.

MM-share

Mandatory

B

Share of man and machine cost of total cost.
Code (%)

Total production time

Mandatory

B

Total production time.

Set-up time per shift

Mandatory

B

Unproductive set-up time.

Minimum production
time per shift

Voluntary

B

Minimum allowed production time per
shift.

Compression limit

Voluntary

B

Limit for permitted compression of production time per part activity. Compression
arises if engineering works must be carried
out in a shorter time period resulting from
an increase in the production pace.

Work schedule

Voluntary

B

Code according to pre-defined templates.

Reset margin

Voluntary

B

Time margin for recovery for delay.

1) B = the information is used in the calculation model for the priority criteria.
X = the information is used for priority

9
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3
3.1

Priority Category grouping information
Specify priority categories for applied train paths and
associations

When applying for train paths, an applicant should declare the Priority Category
for each train path and each association between train paths. The available
categories are specified in section 3.2 - 3.6 in this annex and further information to
applicants on how to evaluate their own train paths and associations is found in
section 4.1 - 4.4 in this annex.
Train paths and associations have each been divided into predetermined categories,
in order to facilitate a practical handling of the calculation of socio-economic costs
for optional conflict resolutions. Each one of these categories - Priority categories is intended to represent all individual train paths and associations respectively
classified within the same category. For each category cost parameters are linked
up, which are used for cost calculations. There are priority categories for train
paths and associations but not for possessions (capacity for engineering works).

10
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3.2

Priority categories for train paths - freight transports

Priority categories must comply with all identification conditions in one (and only
one) of the rows (with an unique key) belonging to the Priority Category of interest
Identification conditions
Priority IdenCategory tifi- Traffic Time Custom. Required
Level
Goods
ca- concept: sensit. agreed Delive- Flex
of requantity
fast
fineName Code tion Rapid* Logisry pre- ibil(weight)
key transport tics transport cision ity
ment

Gods–
snabb
GS
freight–
fast

Gods–
övernatt
freight– GT
overnight

Gods–
regularitet
freight– GR
regularity
Gods–
GN
nätverk¹

Gods–
flexiGF
bilitet
freight–
flexibility

Ospec.
GO
unsspec

GS1

❹

❺

-

❺

-

❸

❺

GS2

❹

-

❺

❺

-

❸

GS3

❹

-

❺

❹

-

❸

-

GT1

❷

❺

-

❹

-

❸

❹

GT2

❷

❹

❹

❹

-

❸

❹

GT3

❷

-

❹

-

-

❸

-

GT4

-

-

❺

-

-

❸

-

GR1

-

❹

-

❹

-

❸

❹

GR2

-

❹

-

❹

-

❹

-

GN1

-

-

❹

-

-

❸

-

GF1

-

-

-

-

❹ ❸

-

GF2

-

-

-

-

❸

-

GF3

-

-

-

-

-

❸

-

GF4

-

-

-

-

-

❸

-

GO1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Type of traffic, description

Train
confi- Note: The text in these two columns are aimed to give
guraan estimation of the signification for each category
tion
Very time-sensitive transport of industrial
Just-in-timeproducts with just-in-time freight, where
freight train
a very short transport time is required.
Very time-sensitive transport of post,
Postal/mail
parcels and part load where a very short
train
transport time is required.
Inter- Very time-sensitive intermodal transport, High priority
modal + a very short transport time is required. intermodal
Time-sensitive transport of industrial
High priority
Train
products with tight logistics chains,
Train Load
Load
where a short transport time is required.
Services
Train Time-sensitive transport for high-value
High priority
load goods + requires a short transport time
Train Load
Inter- Intermodal transport where a short
Standard
modal transport time is required.
Intermodal
Wagonload trains with tight connections
Wagon
High priority
due to customer commitments, requiring
Load
Wagon Load
a short transport time
Transport of industrial products within
Regularly
Train
logistics and supply chains, where high
going Train
Load
delivery precision is required
load services
Transport of products integrated with the Regularly
Train
industrial process, where high delivery
going Train
Load
precision is required.
load services
Wagon Wagon load trains with connections due
Standard
Load to customer commitments
Wagon Load
Train Train Load Services where flexibility is Flexible Train
Load more important than short transport time load services
Train Train load services where short transport
Other
Load time cannot be justified or verified
Freight trains
Wagon Wagon Load trains where short transport
Other
Load time cannot be justified or verified.
Freight trains
Wagon Wagon Load trains without connections Low priority
Load due to customer commitments
Wagon Load
Undefined
Unspecified freight train
freight trains

Key to the signs in the table above
Low
❺ Very high
❷
Very low
❹ High
❶
Non
❸ Medium
⓿
No specific demands
-

11
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Vehicles and stopping
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3.3

Priority categories for train paths –
passenger transports

Priority categories must comply with all identification conditions in one (and only
one) of the rows (with an unique key) belonging to the Priority Category of interest
Iden- Identification conditions
tifiTime Regi- Traffic
Numcasensitive onal concept:
ber
tion
share share Rapid*
transport
of passengers
Code key

Priority
category

Name
StorSP SP1 ≥ 700
pendel¹
RegioRP1 ≥ 300
Pendel
RP
Regional
RP2 ≥ 300
commuter
RX1 ≥ 200

Regiomax
Regional
max

≥ 75 % ≥ 75%
≥ 75 %
≥ 75 %
≥ 75 %

≥ 75
%
≥ 75
%
≥ 75
%

-

RX
RX2

≥ 75

≥ 75 %

-

Must

RS1

≥ 75

≥ 75 %

≥ 75
%

-

RS2

≥ 25

≥ 25 %

-

Must

RL1

≥ 25

≥ 75 %

≥ 75
%

-

Regio-låg
Regional RL RL2
low

≥ 75

-

≥ 25
%

-

RL3

≥ 25

-

RI1

≥0

-

Regiostandard
Regional
standard

RS

≥ 25
%
≥ 25
%

-

Regiomini²
Fjärr-³
express
Fjärr-⁴
standard

FX FX1 ≥ 200

≥ 75 %

-

Must

FS FS1

≥ 75

≥ 25 %

-

-

Fjärr-låg
Distantlow

FL1

≥ 25

≥ 25 %

-

-

FL
FL2

≥ 75

-

-

-

Fjärr-mini
Distantmini

FI1

≥0

-

-

-

FI
FI2

≥0

-

-

-

Ospecificerat⁵

PO PO1

-

-

-

-

RI

-

Type of traffic, description

Note:
The text in these two columns are aimed to give an
estimation of the signification for each category
High share of time sensitive regional Stockholm commuter
passengers, maximum load factor train, peak periods
High share of time-sensitive regional Big cities commuter
passengers, very high load factor
train, peak periods
High share of time-sensitive regional Very heavy regional
passengers, very high load factor
relations, peak periods
High share of time-sensitive regional
Heavy regional relations
passengers, high load factor
High share of time-sensitive
Regional express traffic,
passengers, medium high load factor peak and mid-peak
+ Rapid transport
periods
High share of time-sensitive regional Medium-principal regipassengers, medium high load factor onal trains, peak periods
Frequent regional traffic, mediumRegional express traffic,
high share of time-sensitive regional
off-peak periods
pass low load factor. Rapid transport
High share of time-sensitive regional Light regional trains,
passengers, low load factor
peak periods
Medium-high share of time-sensitive
Medium-heavy regional
regional passengers, medium-high
trains
load factor
Medium-high proportion of regional Medium-principal regipassengers, low load factor
onal trains, off-peak
Medium-high share of regional
Medium-principal regipassengers, very low load factor
onal trains, off-peak
High share of time-sensitive passen- Business trains,
gers, high load factor. Rapid transp. peak periods
Medium-high share of time-sensitive Heavy Inter-regional
passengers medium-high load factor trains, peak periods
Medium-high share of time-sensitive Light traffic, interregional
passengers, low load factor
trains, peak/mid-peak
Low share of time-sensitive passNight trains
engers, medium-high load factor
Light traffic, interregional
Very low load factor
trains, off-peak
Train excursion where the journey Excursion train, no
itself is the objective
transport assignment
Unspecified passenger train
(long-distance or regional)

Key to the signs in the table above
No specific demands
* Vehicles and stopping pattern must
1)
2)
3)
4)

Trunk commuter
Regional mini
Distant Express
Distant standard

facilitate short running times
The stopping pattern must have
significantly fewer stops than other rail
traffic on the same route

5)

Unspecified
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3.4

Priority categories for train paths – empty traffic

Priority categories must comply with all identification conditions in one (and only
one) of the rows (with an unique key) belonging to the Priority Category of interest
Priority
Category

Code

Empty traffic
Tomtransport

TT

Running light
Ensamt lok

EL

3.5

Identifi- Identification
conditions
cation
key
Type of transport
TT1
Engine + carriages
TT2
Multiple-unit set
EL1
Freight train engine
EL2
Pass. train engine

Type of traffic.
Transport of:

Example

Engine/Coach/Wagon
No
Motor coaches etc.
passenger
Engine without coaches or freight
Engine without wagons transport

Priority categories for associations - connection

Priority categories must comply with all identification conditions in one (and only
one) of the rows (with an unique key) belonging to the Priority Category of interest
Priority Category
Name
Anslutning
godstransport
Connection
Freight
transport
Anslutning
persontransport

Connection
Passenger
service

3.6

Code

max
hög high
standard
låg low
mini
max
hög high
standard
låg low
mini

AGX
AGH
AGS
AGL
AGI
APX
APH
APS
APL
API

Identification
key
AGX1
AGH1
AGS1
AGL1
AGI1
APX1
APH1
APS1
APL1
API1

Type of
Traffic

Identification conditions

Number of
Load hauled in
passengers wagons of interest
≥ 750 gross tons
≥ 450 gross tons
Freight
≥ 300 gross tons
transport
≥ 150 gross tons
≥ 0 gross tons
≥ 125
≥ 75
Passenger
≥ 50
service
≥ 20
≥0
-

Priority categories for associations –turn-round cycle

This category deals only with the risk of interrupting vehicle turn-round cycles.
Priority categories must comply with all identification conditions in one (and only
one) of the rows (with an unique key) belonging to the Priority Category of interest
Priority Category
Name

Code

hög high FOH
Fordonsomlopp
Vehicle
standard FOS
schedule
låg low

FOL

Identification conditions
Identification Turn-around decisive for
Train composition
key
the size of vehicle fleet*
FOH1
X
Engine + coaches (passenger)
FOH2
X
Engine + wagons (freight)
FOH3
X
Larger multiple-unit set
FOH4
X
Medium sized multiple-unit set
FOS1
X
Solely coaches (no engine)
FOS2
X
Solely wagons (no engine)
FOL1
X
Single engine (no carriages)
FOL2
X
Single motor coach

Key to the signs in the table above
*

Turn-around decisive for the size of vehicle fleet
is understood only to mean a situation where no other
equivalent vehicle is available in the location where the
turnaround takes place which could be used as a
replacement for the one that is to be turned around
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4

Identification of Priority Categories

4.1

Identification conditions for priority categories

In order to determine which priority category each train path belongs to, the
applicant must declare his evaluation himself. The evaluation must be objective
and truthful and be based on the identification conditions described in sections 3.23.6 in this annex and matched against the properties of the train path that are to be
based on experience of previously established traffic.
The evaluation means that the applicant checks whether the train path (or the
association) fulfils all identification conditions as specified for the priority
category which is assumed to be correct. Unless all conditions are fulfilled, another
priority category must be chosen.
In many cases there is more than one set of conditions which lead to the same
priority category. Each set has a unique identification key shown on a separate line.
Every key includes one possible set of requirements that must be met for
validation. All conditions on the same line (identification key) must be fulfilled,
but it is sufficient that one of the lines (one identification key) is fulfilled in order
for the category to apply. In the application, the identification keys are not
specified, only the priority category which it points to. For the applicant, it may
however be appropriate to save the details regarding the evaluations made, as this
may facilitate any scrutiny of the information.
The priority category must be chosen on an individual basis for each specific train
path. It is not allowed to specify the same prioritisation category for an entire
traffic system based on the valuation of only one of the constituent trains. By in
this way taking information on one individual train and using it as some kind of
collective priority category for an entire group of trains together is not allowed.
Each individual train path must fulfil the conditions in order for the priority
category to apply. There may however be variations throughout the year, on some
stretches of the line etc. This requires some consideration, see below.

4.2

The Swedish Transport Administration can re-examine
priority categories in the application.

The applicant must follow the identification conditions specified, and may not at
own discretion, declare a priority category for own trains. The Swedish Transport
Administration will analyse the information presented, and if there are any doubts,
The Swedish Transport Administration will re-examine the information. In such
cases, The Swedish Transport Administration may request verification of the
information, to ensure that the correct priority category is set for a train path. If the
applicant does not comply with such a request, The Swedish Transport
Administration will enforce the right of interpretation of the priority category.

4.3

Variations and uncertainties in identification conditions

For all trains, variations can arise in the identification conditions (number of
travellers, share of time-sensitive travellers etc.). These variations may relate to
time (certain days or periods) or space (certain stretches of line). Normally, a train
may only have one unique train path product if it is to be managed rationally in the
capacity allocation process. This means that the train must be represented by some
kind of mean value, even if variations occur over time and along its journey. The
general rule is that, if the identification conditions for the chosen priority category
are met (or exceeded) by at least 40 percent of the train’s journey and by at least 40
percent of the train’s running days, the priority category is applied over the train’s
entire journey and all periods/days.
14
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4.4

Identification of priority categories when commencing
new traffic

When a train path that has been applied for concerns new traffic that does not
correspond with already established traffic, special rules apply for the
identification of priority categories during the first years such traffic is operated.
Normally, the identification conditions shall be matched against properties in the
train path that are to be based on experience from previously established traffic. In
this case, the properties of the train path shall also be based on the anticipated
future traffic that is judged possible to achieve after a certain time.
Definitions
1. “New-traffic” (basically the opposite of established traffic).
Train paths where there is basically a lack of experience from established
traffic and there are thereby no properties to match against the
identification conditions can be regarded as “New-traffic”.
2. “Priority-category-established”
Priority categories in which the identification conditions have been
matched against properties that are based on experience of established
traffic.
If priority category established shall be used despite the fact that
established traffic is lacking, priority category established shall either be
unspecified passenger trains or unspecified freight trains.
3. “Priority-categories-new-start”
Priority categories in which the identification conditions have been
matched against properties that are based on estimates of anticipated
future values that are judged to be achieved once the newly started traffic
has been fully established.
Identification of correct category
In the identification of priority categories, the value of a train path applied for*
(e.g. transport volumes) or other properties* shall be matched against identification
conditions that are presented in the Tables in Section 4.3 - 4.6.
*) It is the content of these values and properties that distinguish between "established” and "new
start”.

4. If the applicant wishes to use “Priority-category-new-start”, he/she shall
specify which train paths are thereby considered to constitute
“New-traffic”.
The Swedish Transport Administration will check whether the train paths,
specified as “New-traffic”, fulfils the definition in Item 1 and can reject
the applicant’s information.
5. In order to evaluate the reasonableness of the estimates made in Item 3 ,
the Swedish Transport Administration may appeal against the priority
category new start that are specified in the application. The Swedish
Transport Administration may then require a presentation of those
assumptions that the estimates, as per the previous paragraph, are based on.
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Extent of the priority category new start
The table shows the extent, i.e. the period during which and with what share, the
“priority-category-new-start” may be alleged in the application for train path that
constitutes “new-traffic”.
Notice that Year 1, Year 2 etc. refers to the first, the second etc. year (365 days)
during which the newly started traffic has been operating.
At application for year 2 there can be at the most 4 months of traffic operation.
At application for year 3 there can be at the most 4+12 months of traffic operation.

Type of priority category

Running time from starting date for new traffic
Year 4 and
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
following.

“Priority-category-established”
0%
0%
100%
100%
(share)
“Priority-category-new-start”
100%
100%
0%
0%
(share)
Days and years are calculated from the start of train path traffic and are not linked
to the timetable changeover
Year 1 concerns the period from Day 1 (start of train path traffic) until Day 365
Year 2 concerns the period from Day 366 until Day 730
Year 3, etc.
Figure 4.1 Extent of priority category new start
Impact on the cost parameters during calculation
6. Within one individual year, for each train path a calculation is made of the
total output cost by the total output cost for the priority categories
established and new start, respectively, being weighted on the basis of the
shares as a % that are specified in Figure 4.1.
This means that the calculation is in practice performed as though it was
two different train paths each with its own priority category and different
arrangements for cost parameters, in which the different results are then
weighted together.
To allege “new-traffic” & “Priority-category-new-start”
7. To allege to the possibility of using Priority category new start instead of
Priority category established is entirely voluntary and an applicant can
always refrain from it.
8. To refer to the use of Priority category new start can at most be done
during the period shown in the table in Figure 4.1. Once this period has
expired, these conditions cannot be referred to. The Swedish Transport
Administration may, however, grant an exception at the request of the
applicant if such circumstances exist whereby the applicant has still not
been able to fully evaluate the outcome. One condition is that the
discrepancy is due to factors beyond the applicant’s control and are not of
an economic nature
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5

Cost parameters

The tables below show the cost parameters used for categorised objects (trains and
associations) when calculating the socio-economic cost in the model.
The cost parameters are calculated per train or association respectively.

5.1

Cost parameters for trains

Priority
category

Cost parameters for the following
effects calculated per train

Parameters for
excluding of train path

Transport Transport Displaced Excluded Benefit limit Corr. factor
time
distance path time train path for train path basic time

Timing
Load

Code

SEK/min

SEK/km

SEK/min

SEK/min

%

%

Code

A

B

C

D

I

J

K

L

GS

269

61

166

-

15 %

2%

GB201211

GT

233

60

140

-

25 %

2%

GR401410

GN

153

65

80

-

35 %

2%

GR401409

GR

204

59

118

-

35 %

2%

GB200710

GF

81

58

26

-

45 %

2%

GR401410

GO

61

43

20

-

50 %

2%

60 km/tim

SP

1 238

104

841

-

15 %

20 %

PX600616

RP

795

104

509

-

15 %

15 %

PX600616

RX

546

86

228

-

15 %

15 %

PX410020

RS

261

30

141

-

20 %

12 %

PX610016

RL

184

32

103

-

30 %

12 %

PX510018

RI

51

24

11

-

40 %

12 %

PY310014

FX

816

71

459

-

20 %

6%

PX2-2000

FS

524

46

312

-

25 %

8%

PR600616

FL

275

42

134

-

35 %

8%

PR600416

FI

87

17

33

-

45 %

8%

PX620018

PO

38

12

8

-

50 %

8%

PR600616

TT

71

38

0

-

100 %

0%

PR600616

EL

43

27

0

-

100 %

0%

ellok120
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5.2

Cost parameters for associations
Priority
category

Marginal costs for the following effect
Duration

Interrupted

Code

SEK/min

SEK/association

K

L

M

APX

693

059 300

APH

326

027 900

APS

204

017 400

APL

114

09 770

API

033

002 790

AGX

114

087 400

AGH

068

052 400

AGS

043

032 800

AGL

026

019 700

AGI

09

06 560

FOH

00

38 500

FOS

00

019 900

FOL

00

012 200
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6
6.1

Prerequisites for calculation of socioeconomic costs
Conflict-resolved alternatives

The basis of the priority criteria is that different solutions for conflicts of interest
are compared. The solutions should always be possible to implement in accordance
with the regulations for resolving conflicts with regard to train paths and
engineering works. This means that a comparative solution may not contain
unresolved sequential effects of conflicts. For train paths, these forms are referred
to as valid train paths. An alternative solution must only consist of valid train paths
in order to be included in a comparative alternative.

6.2

Valid train paths

In order for a train path to be approved as valid, and thereby included in a socioeconomic analysis where the planning effects are measured and the costs are
calculated, the following must be directly applied for the train path’s time
indications:
1. prerequisites in the form of planned major engineering works, bottleneck plans
and other planning conditions published in the Network Statement.
2. time used during the journey (running time)
The amount of time used is produced with the help of the track and
vehicle/technical conditions which affect the running times of the trains.
Vehicles running-time performance are represented of as so-called
running-time templates. The running time templates number and definition
may vary from one annual timetable to another.
3. time used during stops
The time required for traffic changes when the stopping period for a train
may vary. Normally there is a minimum possible time in which a traffic
change can be carried out, so that the amount of time taken is realistic.
Until further notice, the time values the industry used by tradition will be
employed, but regulated information on minimum times for traffic changes
may be included in the Network Statement.
4. adaptation of train paths for delivery precision
In order to create train paths which can be delivered with the intended
punctuality, often an adaptation is required, primarily because of two
reasons:
a) The train path should be able to be delivered in accordance with the
punctuality requirements that
apply.
b) The train path should be able to be delivered with respect to all
surrounding
train paths in the annual timetable (the train paths should therefore be
mutually valid).
These conditions mean that train paths in different respects must include
time margins internally within the train and externally between trains.
Train paths which comply with the above requirements of valid in the sense that
The Swedish Transport Administration can undertake the delivery of the train path.
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They therefore make up a fundamental requirement for train paths which can be
included in the comparisons.
The train paths in an application which has been submitted need not comply with
the requirements in order to be valid, but rather the requirement only applies for
those suggestions for train paths that can make up a part of a possible conflict
resolution where priority criteria can be used.

6.3

Calculation model for socio-economic costs

The following cost items are calculated for each object and day:
Effect (calculation item)

Description of calculation (bold letter, see below)

Trains cost for transport distance

= Transport distance {km} x C {SEK/km}

Trains transport time cost

= Total transport time {min} x B {SEK/min}

Displaced path time cost

= Displaced path time {min} x D {SEK/min}

Cost for “Excluded train path”

= (Transport time {exclusion} x B) + (Transport
distance x C)
Where
Transport time {exclusion} =
Basic running time {direct}* x (100+K) x (100+J)

Cost for “freight train without time limit”

= Cost for “Excluded train path”

Cost for an association’s duration

= Duration {min} x L {SEK/min}

Cost for a broken association

= M {SEK/association}

Production cost for engineering works

= Engineering works’ current production cost
(only the share of man and machine costs)

Total cost

= Summary of all calculation items above for all
detailed plan days:

Bold letter = Letter in column heading in tables 5.1 and 5.2
*) Basic running time {direct} refers to the train path running time calculated with the running time
model that is specified in Table 5.1, Column L, conducted without stopping between its starting and
finishing point. Generally, basic running time never contains any supplement for quality and
congestion.

6.4

Cost for “Excluded train path”

The cost for the days when a train path which has been applied for cannot be
allocated (due to congestion) is called the cost of a “Excluded train path”. This
effect cost also arises when the number of train paths applied for exceeds the
capacity of the stretch of line in question. The cost is set at the same value as the
maximum delay of the train before it loses its commercial value. The maximum
delay is set at a value equal to a percentage, with regard to cost parameters; it is
called a “benefit limit” (%), multiplied by the train’s basic time, i.e. the transport
time the train has (including the applied-for stop except for the first and last)
without encountering any congestion.
In order to harmonise cost in connection with variations in transport time for the
same section of line, the basic running time is used without stopping with a
predetermined running time model. This time is converted into base time with the
aid of a correction factor.
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6.5

Manual corrections for limitations of the model

The calculation model which forms the basis of the priority criteria is a substantial
simplification of reality. In many cases, deviations between the model and reality
may be considerable. It is in the nature of the model to work in this manner and the
parties to some degree must be prepared to tolerate such effects in order for the
allocation process to be carried out within an acceptable period of time.
In cases when considerable deviations occur, the applicant may submit information
to show that the model’s substantial standardisation of reality has caused large
deviations. The Swedish Transport Administration can then, subsequent to a
special review, correct the models values with calculations manually.
Some situations where the model in its present form cannot be regarded as
sufficient are already known. In the following cases, the model’s calculation
should be supplemented by manual information in order to provide the correct
priority:
1. Train paths which are replaced by road transport due to engineering works
involve two types of costs which must be added manually:
– the cost of replacement transport by road
– revenue losses due to a worsening of the product to the end
consumer.
2. Train paths which due to considerable customer sensitivity are affected by
significant revenue losses which are due to the proposed timetable.

6.6

Priority by selecting the most favourable conflict
resolution

In order to settle a conflict of interests, the conflict resolution option which
according to the described calculation model provides the lowest cost will be
chosen in front of all other options which provides a higher cost.
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